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Welcome to the "No More Feeling Less-Than" mindful journaling journey!
This is your personal guide-book supplement to the content videos.
In the spirit of mindfulness, it aims to invite awareness/reflection around your current
experience, supporting you to take steps to create greater levels of self-love, confidence,
and personal power in your life.
Thank you for welcoming me to be a part of your journey...
Much Love,
Bozena
Our mindset (Feeling "Less Than" vs "Empowerment") are the core beliefs that drive
our perceptions, emotional reactions, coping; like water springing forth from a
fountain source...

The mindset we are tapping into in a given moment (Feeling "Less Than" vs
"Empowerment") includes core beliefs that drive our perceptions, emotional reactions,
and coping; like water springing forth from a fountain source...
Where does the experience of feeling "less-than" comes
from?

One of its more popular causes is
the past learning that we took on
board at times in the past when we
felt it was important for us to meet
other people’s expectations, for our
emotional, even physical survival...
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What behaviors come to mind for you, that you've learned as a
child, that helped to secure your carers' approval, or helped you
to cope at challenging times or when there was conflict?
Feel free to express these through words or in pictures/diagrams,
whatever you prefer...
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When we tap into an empowerment mindset, the perception that we may have tapped into in
the past (that another person's expectations or perceptions are superior/dominant) is JUST
NOT RELEVANT. The hierarchy of worth is NOT APPLICABLE.
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What else might you put after "I am..."
Feel free to represent this through words, or as a vision board, whatever takes your fancy...
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How can we tap back into
the "Empowerment
Mindset?

We can tap into ways of
feeling/perceiving/coping that we've
experienced in the past, perhaps at
another time when we felt like we had
less personal power/felt
vulnerable/questioned our
competence/...

We might like to try to make use of affirmations that help to remind us, and nourish, and
encourage the growth of our uniqueness and the best of our inner wisdom (see next
page)
We might attend to our self-care (e.g. spending quality time with ourselves, taking care
of our body...)
We might remind ourselves about the successes we've had in the past/our inner
resources
We might remind ourselves about other times we felt similarly and how, with time, our
experienced changed
We might like to go through a mindfulness meditation, to help us to relate to our inner
experience with compassion and reflection, without overly "clinging" to this experience
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Module 1 Homework
Listen to the attached Guided Mindfulness Meditation, to support
you in relating to your inner experience in a mindful, reflective,
compassionate way....

Finish compiling your "Personal Motto" exercise...

Whenever you are aware of them, practice recording any feeling
"less-than" thoughts, together with when/where they occured, and
their emotional impact on you... We will learn about ways of
disputing them in the upcoming videos...

"Less Than" Thought

Where/When it Occurred

How did it make me feel
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